Speckle-initialized dynamic segmentation of the prostate.
Echography is a commonly used modality for prostate imaging. Prostate segmentation is the first step in analyzing echographic prostate images. Because of the nature of these images, traditional local image processing operators are inadequate for finding the prostate boundary. Most automated segmentations described in literature require user interaction for contour initializing or editing. Also shape templates are applied as prior knowledge. In this paper, an automatic segmentation method is presented, based on prostate specific image granulation and image intensity. First, a granulation detector is used to extract granulation. Subsequently, the Hessian is adopted to evaluate granulation shape and intensity for the extraction of the prostate-specific dot pattern. This dot pattern is used to construct the contour initialization. A smooth contour model (discrete dynamic contour; DDC) is evolved from this initialization to the final contour. The guiding vector field for the DDC deformation is the gradient vector flow field calculated from an edge map of the original image. The scale of the relevant edges (large compared to granulation) is estimated from the prostate-specific dot pattern. Comparison of automated segmentations with clinical expert manual segmentations reveals a mean sensitivity and accuracy of 0.90 and 0.93, respectively.